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ABSTRACT
PROPER ORTHOGONAL DECOMPOSITION ANALYSIS OF LIDDRIVEN CAVITY FLOWS CONTAINING PARTICLE
SUSPENSIONS
Nitin Katiki, M.S.
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Northern Illinois University, 2019
John Shelton, Director

Previous experiments done on the square lid-driven cavity have shown that its stability and
transitional behavior, and by extension the behavior of more complex flows, can be greatly
modified by introducing systematic disturbances called perturbations to its flow field. In this
study, a square lid-driven cavity is calculated in two-dimensional space and perturbed by means
of particles suspended in the flow. The perturbations manifest as subtle changes in the flow field
velocity and overall flow structure, these are caused by the particle-fluid drag interaction and the
particle-particle collision interaction. To understand the nature of these changes and their
ramifications particles are suspended in the base lid-driven cavity flow and the base flow is
subtracted to isolate the disturbances produced across the flow field. The dominant flow
structures of this resultant field, referred to as the difference velocity, are then identified and
characterized by means of an eigenvector and eigenvalue analysis called proper orthogonal
decomposition. Relationships are then drawn between dominant eigenvectors and eigenvalues,
representing the dominant perturbation modes and their contributions respectively. This is
carried out at area fractions of 5%, 25%, and 50% particle suspension and Reynolds numbers of
100, 400, and 1000 in hopes of seeing over which ranges a certain mode is dominant and when/if
changes in critical transitions and flow structures occur in relation to the base flow. Finally, the

implications are discussed in the context of particle suspension flow behavior and
recommendations for future studies are made.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION.
1.1 Problem Statement
The square lid-driven cavity (LDC) is a well-documented benchmark in the CFD
community. Its simplicity has proven incredibly useful in validating a variety of CFD codes as
well as understanding the state-space behavior of the governing fluid equations. Ghia et al.
represents one of the earliest thorough analyses done on this flow. Utilizing the 2D stream
function-vorticity form of the Navier-Stokes equations, standard steady-state solutions have been
documented for Reynolds numbers ranging from 100 to 10,000 [1]. Ahlman et al. continued
work on this topic by utilizing eigenvector and eigenvalue theory in a method called proper
orthogonal decomposition (POD) to obtain a reduced order model of the square lid-driven
cavity. POD was proven to be incredibly powerful in isolating the dominant flow structures,
known mathematically as POD modes, of the square LDC and cataloging how the overall flow
field responded to changing boundary and initial conditions [2].
These changing boundary conditions and initial conditions introduced subtle and
systematic changes to the flow field known as perturbations. Ramanan and Homsy further
continued by introducing random 3D mathematical perturbations to the 2D internal flow
structure and performed a spectral and eigenvalue analysis to characterize the normal modes as
well as their stability, growth, and decay rates across a range of Reynolds numbers [3]. These
results showed that perturbing the flow can affect its settling time and transition point from
laminar to turbulent, which manifested as changes in the dominant eigenvalues and eigenvectors
of the perturbed flow field. All of which can serve to enhance the mixing capabilities of the base
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fluid. In this work, the perturbations are introduced by means of particles suspended in the base
fluid as opposed to random flow field changes or changing boundary and initial conditions and
the nature of their effect on the square LDC is analyzed by means of POD.

1.2 Aim and Scope of Study
Following on the previous work done by Ahlman et al. and Ramanan et al., this study
aims to analyze the dominant flow characteristics of a square lid-driven cavity flow in two
dimensions perturbed by particles suspended within it as opposed to by direct mathematical
perturbations. The particles, by means of particle-fluid drag interaction with the base fluid and
particle-particle collisions with themselves introduce pronounced changes, i.e. perturbations, to
the underlying base flow field as it reaches steady state. To isolate these perturbations the base
lid-driven cavity flow field containing no particles is subtracted from the particle suspension
flow field at each timestep. The resulting flow field, containing the effects of the particle
perturbations, is defined as the difference velocity.
The difference velocity field is then analyzed by means of proper orthogonal
decomposition/principle component analysis to isolate the dominant modes/flow structures of the
field and their respective contribution to the slip velocity. This procedure is carried out for
Reynolds numbers of 100, 400, and 1000 and area fractions of 5%, 25%, and 50% to ascertain
how these parameters affect and/or change the dominant flow structures.

1.3 Overview of Study
This study is divided into 4 further chapters and an appendix. Chapter 2 covers the
prerequisite theory that forms the foundation for the study and places the study in the context of
the overall literature. The prerequisite framework consists of the continuity and Navier-Stokes
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equations for incompressible flow, elastic particle collision equations, and eigenvalue and
eigenvector theory. Chapter 3 describes in detail the computational procedure used to carry out
the modal analysis, starting from the base flow and the particle suspension, to the calculation of
difference velocity, and ending with the modal decomposition. This procedure is repeated for all
the cases covered to obtain the data in chapter 4. Chapter 4 presents the data obtained from the
modal decomposition for all the cases covered. Chapter 5 contains the major conclusions derived
from the study and their implications are used to make recommendations for any future work that
seeks to expand on the subject. The last section lists the references.

CHAPTER 2: THEORY
2.1: Governing Equations
2.1.1: The Continuity Equation
This study utilizes two fundamental laws from fluid mechanics, which are then applied to
a certain geometry with specified boundary and initial conditions. The first of these two laws is
the principle of conservation of mass. The law simply states that mass cannot be created or
destroyed and any mass that enters a system leaves it and/or shows up as a corresponding change
in the system mass, and vice versa [4]. The equation that mathematically expresses this law is
known as the continuity equation and takes the form shown below when applied to an
infinitesimal control volume.
𝜕𝜌
𝜕𝑡

+ ∇ ⋅ (𝜌𝒖) = 0

(1)

where 𝜌 is the fluid density and 𝑢 is the velocity vector field. The equation states that the time
rate of change of mass in a control volume is exactly equal to the net mass flow rate through the
control surface bounding the control volume. Under the incompressible flow model, the density
can be factored out and its derivatives set to zero. Resulting in the basic equation below, which is
utilized in this analysis as a starting point for the base flow without particle suspension.
∇𝒖 = 0
Figure 2.1 Below illustrates the mass flow through an arbitrary control volume.

(2)
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of mass flow through an arbitrary control volume. The net mass flow
through the control surface bounding the CV is exactly equal to the rate of change of mas inside.
[4].
2.1.2: The Navier-Stokes Equation
The second fundamental law is the principle of conservation of momentum, also known
as Newton’s second law of motion. The principle states that the net sum of the forces acting on a
body, i.e. a fluid element or volume, is exactly equal to the time rate of change of its momentum.
The forces accounted for in this analysis are pressure forces, gravity, and viscous shear. They are
sketched schematically below in figure 2.2 in the x direction for a general fluid volume.

Figure 2.2: Viscous shear and pressure forces acting on a control volume in the x direction,
gravity is assumed to act thru center of mass [4].
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When summed together in the y direction and ignoring the z as per the 2D assumption the
equation can be represented vectorially as shown below with the density divided out.

−

∇𝑝
𝜌

𝜕𝒖

+ 𝒈 + 𝑣∇2 𝒖 = (

𝜕𝑡

+ 𝒖 ⋅ ∇𝑢)

(4)

This second fundamental equation is the 2D incompressible Navier-Stokes equation. The
left-hand side of the equation represents the forces acting on the fluid element. From left to right
the first term represents any forces induced due to a pressure gradient, ( −

∇𝑝
𝜌

), the second

represents gravity, ( 𝒈), and the last term the viscous shear tensor, ( ∇2 𝒖), and 𝑣 is the kinematic
viscosity of the fluid. The right-hand side represents the substantial derivative, (time rate of
change), of momentum. The substantial derivative is a compact way of writing the total
derivative of a variable, in this case it represents the total time rate of change of momentum of
the fluid element caused by the sum of forces on the left-hand side, accounting for both local
fluctuations and momentum flow [4].
2.1.3: Particle Collision Modeling
The particles introduce perturbations by two mechanisms, mathematically speaking. The
first method is particle-particle collisions which is covered in this section. This is phenomena is
governed by the coefficient of restitution, which captures how the particles rebound after they
collide. Figure 2.3 below illustrates this concept.
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Figure 2.3: An illustration of coefficient of restitution, e [5].
This behavior is numerically approximated by the Hertzian contact model which uses a spring
and a dashpot to represent the deformation of the particles. Illustrated below.

Figure 2.4: Hertzian contact model for elastic collisions [6].
On this approximation the spring constant is a function of the particle size, elastic modulus, and
Poisson ratio.
√2𝑅𝑗 𝐸𝑠

𝑘𝐻𝑧 = 3(1−𝜎2 )
𝑠

(5)
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Where Es is the elastic modulus, 𝜎𝑠 is the Poisson ration and 𝑅𝑗 is the radius of the spherical
particle. The damping coefficient  is approximated from the following equation to make the
coefficient of restitution independent of the mass, spring constant, and damping [6].
𝜐 = 𝛼(𝑚𝑘𝐻𝑧 )1/2 𝑂1/4

(6)

Where 𝛼 is an empirical constant related to the coefficient of restitution and O is the tangential
displacement associated with the particle collision. Reference [6] goes over this in detail. The
specific values of these parameters are covered in detail in section 3.3.2.
In the context of this study the perturbation is generated by the particles through a change
in the local velocity relative to the base flow as two of them collide. The location of this change
is the point of contact between the particles. This change is highly dependent on the spring
constant shown in equation (5) and will be discussed in detail in chapter 3. This represents the
first major perturbation mode referred to as the particle collision introduced perturbation. The
next section deals with the second perturbation mode: particle drag.

2.1.4: Drag Modeling/Ergun-Wen Yu Model
In order to approximate the drag force caused by the particles in the suspension this study
uses a set of empirical correlations known as the Ergun-Wen-Yu drag model or the Gidaspow
model [7]. The model is based on a set of controlled experiments carried out on fluidized beds.
Starting with a base flow lacking particles and moving up to a close packed bed, pressure drops
were calculated as a base fluid passed through the increasingly packed bed of particles. The
pressure drop directly captures the amount of fluid kinetic energy lost due to the presence of the
particles and can be thought of as the overall sum of viscous and inertial energy losses.
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Multiplying this by the corresponding cross-sectional area gives the force generated by the
particles. This procedure was repeated by utilizing a force balance on all the particles for a
variety of flow conditions. Correlations were then drawn from these experiments, valid for a
range of particle fractions at low Reynolds numbers. For a more complete description of these
models see references [5], [7], [8]. The equations representing these correlations are now
presented:
𝐾𝑝𝑔 = {

𝐾𝑝𝑔 (𝑊𝑒𝑛𝑌𝑢)
𝐾𝑝𝑔 (𝐸𝑟𝑔𝑢𝑛)

𝛼𝑔 > 0.8
𝛼𝑔 ≤ 0.8
3

𝐾𝑝𝑔 (𝑊𝑒𝑛𝑌𝑢) = 4 𝐶𝐷

𝛼𝑝 𝛼𝑔 𝜌|𝑢𝑝 −𝑢𝑔 |
𝑑𝑝

(7)

𝛼𝑔−2.65

(8)

With
𝐶𝐷 = 𝛼

24

𝑔

[1 + 0.15(𝛼𝑔 𝑅𝑒)
𝑅𝑒

𝑅𝑒 =
𝐾𝑝𝑔 (𝐸𝑟𝑔𝑢𝑛) = 150

0.687

]

(9)

𝜌𝑔 𝑑𝑝 |𝑢𝑝 −𝑢𝑔 |

(10)

𝜇𝑔
𝛼𝑝 (1−𝛼𝑔 )𝜇𝑔
2
𝛼𝑔 𝑑𝑝

+ 1.75

𝛼𝑝 𝜌𝑔|𝑢 −𝑢 |
𝑝
𝑔
𝑑𝑝

(11)

With these equations the Kpg term exactly equals the 𝛽 in drag for the modified Navier-Stokes
equation and serves to incorporate the drag coefficient into it, this modified Navier-Stokes
equation is covered in the next section. 𝛼𝑝 represents a shape factor for the type of particle, 𝑑𝑝
representing the particle diameter, 𝛼𝑔 the overall area fraction, and all other terms with p and g
subscripts being relevant to the discrete particle phase and continuum fluid phase, respectively
[5]. These introduced changes to the flow field represent the second perturbation mode: particle
drag/drag-induced perturbation. Collectively, they manifest themselves as the wake generated by
an individual particle as it moves within the flow field. The difference velocity calculation
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covered in chapter 3 isolates the effects of both perturbation types, i.e the drag induced wake and
the sudden particle-collision induced change.
With the mathematical frameworks described so far, the nature of the underlying fluid
phase and the perturbation types are covered. The next step is to link the particle and fluid phases
together.

2.1.5: Particle-Fluid Coupling
In order to bring the particles mathematically into the base fluid, the base continuity and
Navier-Stokes equations are modified. Starting with the continuity equation the physical
presence of the suspended particles in the base flow is brought in before discretization and a
solution is sought. This is achieved by adding a term known as a gas volume fraction, 𝜖, as
shown below.
𝜕𝜖
𝜕𝑡

+ ∇ ∙ (𝜖𝑢) = 0

(12)

This gas volume fraction accounts for the loss of the base flow volume due to the
particles’ presence taking up some volume. 𝜖 is exactly equal to 1 for no particle suspensions and
approaches 0 for a closed packed geometry. For example, placing a billiard ball into a full jug of
water displaces its volume in water and it overflows out. This causes the overall volume of the
base fluid, water, to be taken up by the exact volume of the introduced suspended particle(s).
This is exactly in line with the conservation of mass, which is the physical interpretation and
basis of the continuity equation.
This modified form of the continuity equation is discretized along with a similarly
modified form of the Navier-Stokes equation and both are solved over a finite grid to yield a
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solution. The Navier-Stokes equation is modified a lot more in order to bring in the particle
dynamics.
Starting with the base form, the Navier-Stokes equation is modified to account for the
presence of the particles suspended in the flow and the resulting momentum transfer coupling.
This modification is in the exact same vein as the continuity equation. The modified form along
with the base equation are presented below with the density divided out.
𝜕𝜖𝑢

( 𝜕𝑡 + ∇ ∙ (ϵuu)) = ∇ ∙ 𝜖𝝉 −
𝜕𝑢

( 𝜕𝑡 + 𝑢 ∙ ∇𝑢) = 𝜐∇2 𝑢 −

∇𝑝
𝜌
∇𝑝
𝜌

𝑭

+ 𝜖𝑔 − 𝜌

(13)

+𝑔

(14)

In addition to the previously discussed gas volume fraction 𝜖, there are two more
significant modifications [5]. The first significant modification is the momentum transfer term F.
This term uses Newton’s third law to link the discrete particle phase and the continuum fluid
phase. Starting with the analogy discussed previously of the billiard ball in a full jug, this term
mathematically captures the motion of ball as it moves throughout the water. As it falls due to its
high relative density it generates a wake on the trailing fluid and exerts a force on the leading
fluid. By Newton’s third law the fluid exerts an equal and opposite force on the particle/ball.
This interaction of the drag and buoyancy transfer manifests as the motion of the particle.
This momentum transfer, defined as a combination of drag and buoyancy, is usually
defined for a computational cell as:
1

1

𝐹 = ∑ 𝑓 = 𝑉 ∑(𝑓𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑔 − 𝑉𝑝 ∇𝑝𝑖 ) = 𝐹𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑔 − 𝑉 ∑ 𝑉𝑝 ∇𝑝𝑖

(15)

In this equation, V represents the volume of the computational cell, which is made up of the base
fluid, and Vp the volume of the particle, and pi is the local averaged pressure. This definition of
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momentum transfer brings buoyancy into the base Navier-Stokes equation via the pressure
gradient and defines drag by its own explicit force term. The solver utilized in this study has a
similar method for handling the transfer. It incorporates the buoyancy once again into the
pressure gradient but adds to it an explicit acceleration term and a modification factor to the
drag:
1

𝐹 = ∑𝑓 = 𝑉∑(

𝑓𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑔
𝜖

𝐷𝑢

− 𝜌𝑉𝑝 (𝑔 − 𝐷𝑡 )) =

𝐹𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑔
𝜖

1

𝐷𝑢

+ 𝑉 ∑ 𝜌𝑉𝑝 (𝑔 − [ 𝐷𝑡 ] )
𝑝

(16)

𝐷𝑢

In this equation[ 𝐷𝑡 ] is the substantial derivative of the averaged fluid velocity at the location of
𝑝

the particle and serves to directly couple the acceleration of the particle to the acceleration of the
flow field using a combination of Newton’s second and third laws. By bringing these terms into
the modified Navier-Stokes equation we arrive at the form most suited to this study [5].
𝜕𝜖𝑢
𝜕𝑡

+ ∇ ∙ (ϵuu) − ∇ ∙ 𝜖𝝉 = −

∇𝑝
𝜌

+𝑔−

𝑭𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑔
𝜖𝜌

1

𝐷𝑢

− 𝑉 ∑ 𝑉𝑝 [ 𝐷𝑡 ]

𝑝

(17)

With all of this in mind we are primarily concerned with the interaction and transfer of the body
forces between the particle and fluid phase.
The second major modification to the base Navier-Stokes equation made with this model
is to the shear stress, which is replaced by an approximate shear tensor:
2

𝜏 = 𝜐(∇𝑢 − (∇𝑢)𝑇 ) + 3 𝜈(∇ ∙ 𝑢)𝛿

(18)

Where 𝛿 represents the unit tensor. This modification is not greatly considered in the context of
the perturbations generated but it is worth mentioning as it still influences fluid motion, the
Reynolds number of the fluid largely characterizes it and is emphasized as one of the
independent fluid parameters.
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Returning to the final modified Navier-Stokes equation above, the calculation of most
terms is rather straightforward: they can be directly discretized and solved. However, the drag
force term requires systematic approximations based on the geometry and flow conditions. It is
defined in this study as:
1

𝐹𝐷𝑟𝑎𝑔 = (1−𝜖)𝑉 ∑ 𝑉𝑝 𝛽(𝑢𝑝 − 𝑢𝑓 )

(19)

Where 𝑢𝑝 is the individual particle velocity, 𝑢𝑓 is the local fluid field velocity, and 𝛽 is a
constant defined by the drag model chosen for this study: the Ergun-Wen-Yu model, which was
covered in the previous section. At this point, all the governing equations used in data generation
are covered. The next section deals with the data analysis.

2.2: Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD)
2.2.1: POD Description
Principal component analysis, also called proper orthogonal decomposition, is a
mathematical framework that is used to isolate dominant patterns in large data sets. These
patterns are then used to approximate the dataset as a combination of their contributions,
allowing one to study the overall behavior and parameters that dominate it without being bogged
in unnecessary details. [9] In the context of this study it is used to isolate the dominant flow
structures in the difference velocity field and characterize the field by means of eigenvectors and
eigenvalues.
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2.2.2: POD Theory
The basis for POD are the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of a dataset, in this case the
difference velocity field for all time and locations. The eigenvectors v and eigenvalues 𝜆 are
defined for any square matrix in n-dimensional space, A, such that they satisfy
𝐴𝑣 = 𝜆𝑣

(20)

Meaning that when transformed through the matrix the eigenvectors v do not change direction,
they are only multiplied by their eigenvalue 𝜆. These special vectors, which are unique to every
square matrix, capture the directions of maximum influence and characterize how vectors
transformed through the matrix grow and shrink. In the context of a matrix representing the
velocity field for all time, they represent the geometric shapes and sizes of the dominant flow
structure, with the vector representing the shapes and the value their contribution.

Proper orthogonal decomposition takes advantage of these remarkable characteristics of
eigenvectors and eigenvalues to highlight the underlying nature of the flow field being studied.
In this study a matrix representing the difference velocity field grid for all times and locations is
generated by stacking the x and y components of the velocity on top of each other. This is shown
below in figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5: The stack matrix [16].
Each column of the matrix represents the x and y velocity components at all locations for its
corresponding timestep: the first column represents x and y components of velocity for timestep
one and so on until all timesteps in the simulation are covered. The resulting matrix X, which is n
rows by m columns, is then converted into a square matrix by pre-multiplying its transpose
𝑅 = 𝑋 𝑇 𝑋 ∈ ℝ𝑚×𝑚

(21)

and solving the resulting matrix R for its eigenvectors 𝜓𝑗 and eigenvalues 𝜆𝑗 .
𝑅𝜓𝑗 = 𝜆𝑗 𝜓𝑗

(22)

It is important to note that the matrix R represents a temporal correlation matrix for the velocity
stack matrix X and that R is in m-dimensional space as opposed to the stack matrix which is in ndimensional space. M is much smaller than n, so dimensions were lost in the pre-multiplication.
In order to use the eigenvectors and eigenvalues to plot the POD modes they both must be in n
dimensional space. This could have been solved from the beginning by post-multiplying the
transpose of the stack matrix and then taking that R’s eigenvectors and values, but that R would
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have been much too large to evaluate. In order to be able to use the current R’s eigenvectors to
plot the POD modes an additional step must be added to map the m-dimensional space to the ndimensional space. This is achieved by means of the following equation:
𝜙𝑗 = 𝑋𝜓𝑗

1

∈ ℝ𝑛 ,

𝑗 = 1,2, … , 𝑚

(23)

√𝜆𝑗

Which can equivalently be written in total matrix form as
Φ = 𝑋ΨΛ−1/2

(24)

The resulting mapped modes are now spatial modes in n-dimensional space that are averaged
over, and thus independent of, the simulation time [9]. From the modes the flow field can begin
to be approximated as a sum of their contributions using a truncated series
𝑉(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡)𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒 − 𝑉(𝑥, 𝑦)𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒 = 𝑉(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡)𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 ≈ ∑𝑟𝑗=1 𝑎(𝑡)𝑗 𝜙(𝑥, 𝑦)𝑗 , 𝑟 < 𝑚

(25)

Where 𝑎(𝑡)𝑗 represents the temporal expansion coefficients of the corresponding mode that
bring time back into the framework and give the mode’s shape for all timesteps. They can be
obtained by
𝑎(𝑡)𝑗 = 〈𝑉(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡)𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒 − 𝑉(𝑥, 𝑦)𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒 , 𝜙𝑗 〉 = 〈𝑋(𝑡), 𝜙𝑗 〉

(26)

The appropriate number of terms in the series can be determined from the eigenvalues. By
dividing each eigenvalue by the sum of all eigenvalues the percent contribution of each mode to
the flow field’s total kinetic energy can be obtained [9]. Several modes should be chosen such
that the sum of their eigenvalues over the total sum is approximately equal to 1, as shown below.
∑𝑟𝑗=1 𝜆𝑗 ⁄∑𝑚
𝑗=1 𝜆𝑚 ≈ 1, 𝑟 < 𝑚

(27)

This procedure is executed in this study with MATLAB. The inputs to the script are a directory
of comma separated value files for difference velocity from which the stack matrix is generated
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and the modes are extracted from by use of eigenvectors and eigenvalues. The output is another
directory of comma separated value files that represent the dominant modes. This procedure is
discussed in detail in the next chapter under “Proper Orthogonal Decomposition Algorithm”.

CHAPTER 3: COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE
3.1: Geometry and Flow Conditions
3.1.1: The Lid-Driven Cavity
For this study a square lid-driven cavity flow is utilized as the base flow or control. The
geometry consists of a square cavity of prescribed length in the X and Y direction. The top wall,
or lid, moves with a prescribed velocity and the geometry is assumed to be filled with a fluid of
certain viscosity. The problem is illustrated below.

Figure 3.1: The lid-drive cavity [10]
All flow field properties are constant for all time and locations. The cavity is also
expanded to a small degree in the z direction, however the analysis in this study is 2D and
ignores its effect. The 2D incompressible Navier-Stokes equation and the continuity equation are
then discretized applied to this problem for the Reynolds numbers of 100, 400, and 1000.
3.1.2: Reynolds Number and Flow Structure
The main parameter that affects the overall behavior of the square lid driven cavity is the
Reynolds number. This dimensionless parameter is defined as
𝑅𝑒 =

𝑣𝑙
𝜈

(28)
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Where 𝑣, l, and 𝜈 are the velocity, characteristic length, and kinematic viscosity, respectively.
Physically, it represents the ratio of inertial forces in a fluid flow geometry to the viscous forces.
At low Reynolds numbers the flow is dominated by the effects of viscosity and at high Reynolds
numbers the flow is dominated by the effects of the fluid flow inertia. Figure 3.2 below
illustrates this for a cylinder. The length is the cylinder diameter, velocity is that of the
freestream, and kinematic viscosity is that of the base fluid flowing past the cylinder.
As it is increased the flow inertia takes over and viscous effects dissipate as the flow
becomes separated from the cylinder and increasingly turbulent [11]. The opposite is true as it
decreases. The lid-driven cavity shows this behavior for a long range of Reynolds numbers and
the base flow characteristics for the range have been well established. Figure 3.3 below
illustrates some Reynolds numbers.
These will serve as the control in this study to see what deviations the perturbations
induced by the particle suspension cause to the base flow. The Reynolds number in this study is
changed by changing the kinematic viscosity of the fluid while keeping the other two variables
constant. Comparisons of the results to standard benchmarks are provided in chapter 4. The next
section covers the discretization scheme.
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Figure 3.2: Flow past a cylinder illustrating the physical significance of the Reynolds number
[11].
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Figure 3.3: Base flow streamlines for a square lid-driven cavity across a range of Reynolds
numbers. Note that as Re increases the viscous effects dissipate and the primary central vortex
peels away from the walls of the cavity [12].

3.2: Navier-Stokes with OpenFOAM
3.2.1: OpenFOAM
In this study an open source CFD package known as OpenFOAM (Open Field Operation
and Manipulation) is used. The solvers are constantly scrutinized by the greater CFD community
and it has proven effective in solving many complex science and engineering problems in fluid
dynamics [13]. Most importantly, the open source nature of the program allows the user full
access to its source code. This allows unmatched control over the problem parameters and
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governing equation schemes, in addition it has the advantage of being license free. For this study
the OpenFOAM Discrete Particle Modeling (DPM) package known as DPMFOAM is used.
3.2.2: Discretization
OpenFOAM solves the governing equations by means of a finite volume approach. The
computational domain, the square lid-driven cavity, is divided into several discrete cells which
are the control volumes along each cardinal direction. The higher the mesh size the smaller each
control volume. In addition, the time interval is divided into a finite number of steps that start at
zero and advance to the end time. Following the discretization, the integral form of the governing
equations is then applied to each control volume as algebraic difference equations to generate the
mesh of finite points across which fluid data is solved for [13].
The OpenFOAM meshing utility is known as blockMesh. The discrete cells generated by
this utility are hexahedral blocks which are defined by eight vertices at their corners. Variables to
be solved, such as pressure, velocity, and density, are stored as cell centered data in the computer
memory by OpenFOAM , thus each cell is represented by its two end points and their average
value. The cells located at the ends of the domain are called the boundary field and are subject to
the boundary conditions of the square LDC, i.e the top boundary moves with a prescribed
velocity and all the other walls are fixed. The data for the internal cells is then solved for by
starting at the boundary cells for the start time and marching forward in time and interpolating
from the boundary the discretized fluid equations. The values obtained from these simulations
are stored as directories on the computer by OpenFOAM and relevant data, such as stream
function values, can be obtained afterward by post-processing.
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3.2.3: PIMPLE Algorithm and DPMFOAM
DPMFOAM (Discrete Particle Modeling Field Operation and Manipulation) employs the
modified form the Navier-Stokes equation and continuity equation described in section 2.1.5 to
link the fluid to the particles and utilizes the Hertzian contact model in section 2.1.3 to
approximate the particle collisions. These equations are discretized to the scheme described in
section 3.2.2 and solved across the entire mesh by means of the PIMPLE (Pressure Implicit
Method for Pressure Linked Equations) algorithm. This combines aspects of the PISO (Pressure
Implicit Splitting of Operators) and SIMPLE (Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure Linked
Equations) algorithms to obtain solutions to the modified governing equations.
The PIMPLE algorithm treats the fluid properties as being transported with the face
fluxes and momentum of the fluid and iterates with a guess of the pressure field that is used to
correct the velocity field, hence the name pressure implicit. The steps are as follows.
1. Set up discretized NS equation without source term.
2. Bring in given BCs and solve initial pressure equation by guessing pressure field to
obtain momentum corrector for velocity.
3. Using the momentum corrector, solve for velocities everywhere and interpolate near
face cells
4. Solve pressure equation on cell faces.
5. Update flux at cell faces with pressure
6. Relax pressure
7. Update velocity at cell center using corrected pressure
8. Update BCs for consistency.
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This is shown below in a flowchart. [14]

Figure 3.4: An overview of the PIMPLE algorithm used by DPMFOAM to solve the governing
fluid-particle equations [14].

3.3: Study Parameters
This section details the constant properties of the base flow and particles used in the
study.
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3.3.1: Flow Parameters: Reynolds Number and Area Fraction
The Reynolds number for this study is defined by the length of the square liddriven cavity, the lid velocity and the kinematic viscosity. An example calculation for Re =
100 is shown below.
𝑅𝑒 =

𝑣𝑙
𝜐

=

𝑣𝑙𝑖𝑑 𝑙
𝜈

=

𝑚
𝑠

(10 )(0.1 𝑚)
𝑚2
)
𝑠

(.01

= 100

(29)

To increase the Reynolds number the kinematic viscosity is decreased to .0025 and .001 to
obtain a Reynolds number of 400 and 1000, respectively.
The particle area fraction of the flow is defined as the total cross-sectional area of the
particles over the cross-sectional area of the cavity.
𝜙=

𝑁𝜋𝑟𝑝2
𝑙2

(30)

Where N is the number of particles and 𝑟𝑝 is the radius of the particle. The particle size chosen
was 𝑟𝑝 = .005𝑚 or 𝑑𝑝 = .01𝑚 such that they are same size as the depth of the cavity to ensure
that they fit tightly into the cavity and have no 3D behavior. The area fractions under study were
5%, 25%, and 50%, corresponding to a particle number of 7, 35, and 70, respectively.
3.3.2: Particle Parameters.
The particle density, Poisson ratio, and elastic modulus are 2526 kg/m^3, 0.35, and 1e8
N/m^2 respectively. The coefficient of restitiuion was set at .97 throughout the domain for
particle to particle and particle to wall. The spring constant determines the force experienced
between the particles for the collisions and is equal to 5,371.3 kN/m by means of equation (5).
Resulting once again in a highly elastic collision case.
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3.4: Difference Velocity Calculation
In order to study just the effects of the induced perturbations caused by the particle
suspension and cut out any noisy effects of the base flow a quantity defined as the difference
field is utilized. Starting with the particle suspension flow field for all times and location on the
simulation grid, the corresponding base flow is then subtracted. The resultant field only has nonzero values where the influence of the particles manifests and is such defined as the difference
field. An example is shown below for a Reynolds number of 100 and an area fraction of 25%.

Figure 3.5: A visual representation of the difference plot in OpenFOAM
When plotted in surface format in MATLAB with its magnitude scaled to that of the lid velocity
it appears as below [15]:

Figure 3.6: 3D representation of difference plot shown in figure 2.6. The peaks
correspond to the particle locations and the smooth raised plateau corresponds to their collect
wake.
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The difference field is calculated in paraView by means of a python script and is then exported
out as a directory of csv files. Each file represents the x and y components of velocity at all grid
points for a certain timestep. This directory is then imported into a MATLAB script which
proceeds to generate the stack matrix from it for all time and all locations, this matrix is the
starting point of the proper orthogonal decomposition covered in the previous section. Figure 2.7
is the 3d representation of this unprocessed difference field. The specific POD algorithm that
follows is discussed in the next section.

3.5: Proper Orthogonal Decomposition Algorithm
The proper orthogonal decomposition of the difference velocity field was elaborated on
mathematically and the calculation of the difference field itself was defined in the previous
section, here a detailed outline of the POD is given. Figure 2.8 below shows the algorithm from
start to finish.

Figure 3.7: A detailed flowchart of the POD procedure at the center of this study.
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The overall procedure begins and ends with OpenFOAM, but the overwhelming majority of the
calculations are carried out in MATLAB using its linear algebra capabilities. OpenFOAM is used
to print the difference field as a directory of comma separated value files. Each file represents
one timestep and its entries the x and y components for all locations. Each file is opened one at a
time in a while loop and the x and y components are extracted and stacked to generate one
column of the stack matrix. Section 1. The loop starts at timestep 1 and advances through each
one until all 3000 timesteps in this analysis are converted into the one stack matrix.
The stack matrix X is then pre-multiplied by its transpose to generate a covariance
matrix. Section 2. The entries of this covariance matrix represent the sum of the square of
velocity contributions for all times and locations for the flow field. From this matrix its
eigenvectors and eigenvalues are calculated. Section 3. These represent the dominant mode
shapes of the flow field and their overall relative contributions, respectively. The original stack
matrix is then brought in through use of the inner product to recover the time dependency of the
modes. Section 4. This procedure is repeated until enough modes have been selected to satisfy
equation (25) in the previous section. Section 6. The final lines of the code then generate a
directory of csv files for each mode, which OpenFOAM can then open with its ParaView
visualization toolbox. The analysis of these modes and their response to Reynolds number and
particle area fraction represents the core objective of this study.

CHAPTER 4: RESULTS
This section contains the results of the benchmark studies of the base flow and the results
of the modal analysis for the nine cases considered. The six most significant modes for each case
are presented along with their individual contribution to the overall kinetic energy. The units are
non-dimensional since these are the time independent overall mode shapes before the expansion
coefficients are included.

4.1 Benchmarks
4.1.1: Base Flow Convergence Studies.
In order to assure the accuracy of the solver, its converged solution must be compared to
proven benchmarks. In this study the base flow LDC without particles must be compared to
Ghia. Ghia’s stream function vorticity form solution of the base Navier-Stokes equation is seen
as the industry standard. According to Adesomowo, who performed this analysis by using the
relative centerline horizontal velocity, even a coarse mesh of 40 by 40 gives solutions well
within that of Ghia’s benchmark [1]. However, trial and error for the cases with particles proved
that 160 by 160 was needed for this study to avoid round off error introduced by the particles.
Hence 160 was chosen as the mesh size. Graphical depictions of the centerline velocity are
provided below along with percent error at relevant points along the centerline [16].
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Figure 4.1: Re = 100 Convergence Study [16]

Figure 4.2: Re = 400 Convergence Study [16]
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Figure 4.3: Re = 1000 Convergence Study [16]
The errors shown in the tables below were calculated with the formula:
%𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 =

𝑢𝐺ℎ𝑖𝑎 −𝑢𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡
𝑢𝐺ℎ𝑖𝑎

(31)

There are a few discrepancies such as for a position of .7344 and a Reynolds number of 100
which exceeds 80% error. This is due to the way the solver estimates the value of zero. The other
discrepancies at points .7344 and .6172 at a Reynolds of 400 and 1000 respectively, are due to
the flow changing direction near these points and goes back to the way the solver estimates zero
[16]. In either case, the overall error decreases as the grid is refined and convergence is well
achieved at a size of N160.
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Table 4.1: Re = 100 error analysis [16].

Table 4.2: Re = 400 error analysis [16].
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Table 4.3: Re = 1000 error analysis [16].

4.1.2: Flow Solver Drag Coefficient Estimation
In a similar vein to validating the base convergence. A way to estimate the drag force was
carried out before this study began. In order to see how the underlying Gidaspow estimates the
drag coefficient for various area fractions, a particle in free fall was modeled with hand
calculations and its velocity vs height of fall was obtained by marching forward in time. This
experiment was repeated in OpenFOAM by placing a particle at the top of the computational
domain and allowed to free fall. The governing equations are shown below along with an
illustration of the model:
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Figure 4.4: free body diagram for particle drop study
Starting with the above free-body diagram, the equations are summed to equal the change in
momentum:
∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝐹𝑛 =

⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑑(𝑚𝑣)

(32)

𝑑𝑡

𝐹𝑔 − 𝐹𝐵 − 𝐹𝐷 =

⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑑𝑚𝑣

(33)

𝑑𝑡

Where m and v are the particle mass and velocity respectively, and the forces g, B, and D are
gravity, buoyancy, and drag respectively. Continuing and dividing out the mass results in:
4

𝐶

𝑣 −𝑣

2
𝑔 − 3𝑚 𝜋𝑟 3 𝜌𝐴 𝑔 − 2𝑚𝐷 𝜌𝐴 𝜋𝑟 2 𝑣𝑛−1
= 𝑡𝑛−𝑡 𝑛−1
𝑝

𝑝

𝑛

𝑛−1

(34)

Where Cd is the drag coefficient, 𝜌𝐴 is the density of the base fluid, r is the radius of the
spherical particle, g is the acceleration due to gravity, and 𝑣𝑛 and 𝑣𝑛−1 are the velocities of the
particle at the current and previous timestep respectively. Solving out for the velocity of the
current timestep gives a form that can be marched forward in time to obtain the velocity, and
then integrated to obtain the height of the fall.
4

𝐶

2
𝑣𝑛 =𝑣𝑛−1 + (𝑡𝑛 − 𝑡𝑛−1 )(𝑔 3𝑚 𝜋𝑟 3 𝜌𝐴 𝑔 − 2𝑚𝐷 𝜌𝐴 𝜋𝑟 2 𝑣𝑛−1
)

(35)

ℎ𝑛 = ℎ𝑛−1 + 𝑣𝑛 (𝑡𝑛 − 𝑡𝑛−1 )

(36)

𝑝

The results of this study are plotted for various drag coefficients.

𝑝
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Figure 4.5: Plots of particle drop with MATLAB for various drag coefficients vs OpenFOAM
calculation.
The discrepancies seen are since the Gidaspow model falls off in accuracy for extremely low
area fractions [17]. In the case considered of just one particle the area fraction is .71%. What is
more important is that OpenFOAM captures the overall behavior accurately, which it does since
the shapes of the graphs are very similar. This means that the force balance is accurate in terms
of the relative contributions of each force over time. With the flow solver and Gidaspow model
validated, the POD can be carried out on the difference field with confidence. The results are
presented in the next section.

4.2: 5% Area Fraction Modal Analysis.
Sections 4.2 to 4.4 now present the first six most dominant modes for all nine cases
considered in this study. The units of the mode fields are dimensionless since these are the time
independent modes before they are mapped through the expansion coefficients in equation (26).
They are presented scaled to the square LDC geometry with their respective contributions to
overall kinetic energy as determined from their eigenvalues: equation (27). The expansion
coefficient step was excluded since it lead to far too many snapshots for the 3000 timesteps and
they did not capture the overall flow field behavior as well as the time-independent modes.
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4.2.1: Re = 100

Figure 4.6: The dominant mode shapes, moving from left to right and top to bottom their
individual contribution to the kinetic energy are: 87.7%, 2.63%, 1.63%, 1.12%, 1.12%, and
1.12%. Units are dimensionless.
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4.2.2: Re = 400

Figure 4.7: The dominant mode shapes, moving from left to right and top to bottom their
individual contribution to the kinetic energy are: 91.24%, 1.81%, 1.49%, 0.67%, 0.58%, and
0.46%. Units are dimensionless.
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4.2.3: Re =1000

Figure 4.8: The dominant mode shapes, moving from left to right and top to bottom their
individual contribution to the kinetic energy are: 94.37%, 0.96%, 0.67%, 0.49%, 0.33%, and
0.28%. Units are dimensionless.
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4.3: 25% Area Fraction Modal Analysis
4.3.1: Re 100

Figure 4.9: The dominant mode shapes, moving from left to right and top to bottom their
individual contribution to the kinetic energy are: 97.05%, 0.39%, 0.36%, 0.13%, 0.12%, 0.098%.
Units are dimensionless.
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4.3.2: RE 400

Figure 4.10: The dominant mode shapes, moving from left to right and top to bottom their
individual contribution to the kinetic energy are: 98.16%, 0.22%, 0.19%, 0.11%, 0.09%, and
0.07%. Units are dimensionless.
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4.3.3: RE 1000

Figure 4.11: The dominant mode shapes, moving from left to right and top to bottom their
individual contribution to the kinetic energy are: 98.01%, 0.23%, 0.21%, 0.11%, 0.09%, and
0.07%. Units are dimensionless.
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4.4: 50% Area Fraction Modal Analysis
4.4.1: RE = 100

Figure 4.12: The dominant mode shapes, moving from left to right and top to bottom their
individual contribution to the kinetic energy are: 97.87%, 0.13%, 0.1%, 0.067%, 0.057%, and
0.047%. Units are dimensionless.
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4.4.2: RE = 400

Figure 4.13: The dominant mode shapes, moving from left to right and top to bottom their
individual contribution to the kinetic energy are: 98.75%, 0.1%, 0.083%, 0.054%, 0.041%, and
0.032%. Units are dimensionless.
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4.4.3: RE = 1000

Figure 4.14: The dominant mode shapes, moving from left to right and top to bottom their
individual contribution to the kinetic energy are: 98.64%, 0.14%, 0.12%, 0.083%, 0.048%,
0.036%. Units are dimensionless.
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4.5: Total Kinetic Energy Captured vs Number of Modes
The aggregate kinetic energy captured by the modes in all nine cases is now compared in
figure 4.15. Unexpectedly, it seems that the 5% are fraction case has the largest splitting of
kinetic energy between its dominant modes. This study expected that to be the case for higher
area fractions since more particles would be present to collide with each other and possibly tie up
more energy in the particle collision perturbation mode.
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Figure 4.15: The aggregate kinetic energy captured by the modes for all nine cases.

4.6: Flow Structures
The dominant flow structures present in the particle suspension flow field are described
in table 4.4. The particles did indeed disrupt the base flow enough to visibly change its dominant
flow structures, under certain conditions. For the base flow the flow structure was always one
main vortex accompanied by two corner eddies for the Reynolds numbers considered. Adding
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enough particles, as well as lowering the Reynolds number enough, resulted in the corner eddies
not being able to form properly as the perturbations generated by the particles collectively
disrupted them and penetrated deeper into the cavity.
Table 4.4: Dominant flow structures present in each case

4.7: Physical Interpretation of the Mode Shapes
In order to understand the effect the particles are having on the flow field, and by
extension the perturbation, the physical meaning of the modes must first be accounted for. The
modes have two basic physical interpretations: one is that they are coherent structures of the
flow field, the second is that they are the physical manifestation of the phase space attractors of
the governing equations, which represent a coupled non-linear system [18], [19], and [20].
Regardless of which idea is used they represent the structures to which the system evolves to
over time. The 54 modes presented in the previous chapter are the time averaged mode shapes
before the temporal expansion coefficients are multiplied in. At each timestep the coefficients
shrink and/or stretch the mode shape accordingly to fit the instantaneous corresponding structure.
With the coefficients not considered the overall behavior of the flow field for the simulation time
can be extracted as a sum of the time independent modes [10].
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Bringing in the fact that the input to the POD is the difference field generated with the
base flow subtracted, the POD modes in this study represent the areas in the domain where the
influence of the particles is greatest, and the corresponding trajectories taken by them as they
exert their influence on the flow field. This can be seen by looking at the dominant mode (Mode
1) for a Reynolds number of 100 for each of the area fractions. Starting at an area fraction of 5
and moving to 50% the dominant mode shows that in the 5% case the particles’ influence does
not penetrate too deeply into the cavity and that they are largely caught up in the main central
vortex. The two lobes near the top left represent two particles that got stuck in the corner and not
caught up in any further movement. Moving to 25% there are still two particles caught near the
top left but their influence is much smaller now due to the fact that there are significantly more
particles caught in the central vortex. These particles thus influence the flow field deeper into the
cavity since the dominant mode shows the difference moving deeper in. Extending this to the
50% case the trend continues. Mathematically, this would mean that a calculation to find the
center of mass of the mode:
𝑟𝑐𝑜𝑚 =

∑𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑚𝑖 𝑟𝑖
∑𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑚𝑖

𝑛 = 160 × 160

(37)

would show it to be lower and lower. In this equation m represents the value stored in each point
on the grid for the dominant mode and r represents the corresponding distance away from the
zero point, defined to be the bottom left corner of the cavity. If the center of mass was located
well near the top right of the domain, such as 𝑟𝑖 = .08𝑖 + .08𝑗, it would mean that most of the
influence of the particles is in the area where collisions dominate and thus that would be the
dominant mode. There are some stray particles, but most are caught up in the main vortex and
their relative influence is the lowest in the cases with more particles. Going back to the particles
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in the main vortex, now that many are caught up in it, its influence penetrates even deeper into
the computational domain. This is so much the case that the corner eddies did not form properly
for all the cases in the highest area fraction, which was elaborated on in section 4.6. With these
arguments in mind the dominant perturbation mode can now be roughly obtained.

4.8: Dominant Perturbation Mode
Where the greatest influence of the particles is in the domain gives insight into the
dominant perturbation mode. In the square LDC geometry particles have certain areas where
they either collide with each other numerous times or follow the flow field causing a drag
induced wake. The areas of particles collision are near the top right of the cavity and appear as
two lobes roughly mirrored across the diagonal. They are most apparent in the case of 50% area
fraction for a Reynolds number of 100. In this area of the domain the particles continually
collide. This is because there is slowdown as the particles approach the right most wall and
acceleration as they move away from it while following the central vortex. Some particles slow
down before others as they approach the wall and thus serve as obstacles to the trailing ones. The
same happens on the lower lobe except that the trailing particles are faster since drag hasn’t
slowed them down as much, regardless of that the area serves as a similar hotbed for collisions.
The collision between the particles thus shows up as a sharp jerk, i.e. perturbation, in the flow
field at the location of contact. For higher area fractions this adds up and the lobes become very
well pronounced under favorable conditions, such as for the Re = 100 for 50% area fraction.
There are similar areas in the domain in which particle drag dominates, this is where the
particles are effectively equidistantly separated from each other as they follow the central vortex
and do not tend to collide. These two areas are located below the central point of the vortex and
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near the left wall of the cavity. They are most pronounced in the case for 5% area fraction for
Reynolds number of 400 and 1000 and in the 50% area fraction case for a Reynolds of 1000. The
influence the particles exert in these two areas is largely dominated by the wake they generate
and the subsequent fluid slowdown. This shows up in the difference field as an area of non-zero
velocity. This area adds up with more particles being present but could be overtaken in influence
by the collective effect of the more numerous instances of particle collisions that are present.
This phenomenon occurs in all cases for a 50% area fraction, except for a Reynolds number of
1000% where the inertial forces present in the flow field caused drag to overtake the collisions.
Taking these arguments into account, table 4.5 identifies the dominant mode for all nine cases.
Table 4.5: Dominant perturbation mode estimates for all 9 cases

It seems that some intuition can be used to ascertain the dominant mode: for the Reynolds
number of 100, increasing area fraction does result in particle collisions dominating. However, it
falls off completely for a Reynolds of 1000 where the momentum exchange between the fluid
and particles overtook the collisions in each case and adding more particles only increased that
behavior.

CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS
The objective of this study was to see how the underlying dominant particle perturbation
mode would be affected under differing flow conditions by quantitatively identifying the
contribution of each mode. However, extracting the dominant mode mathematically prove to be
too large of a task for the resources and time available. Therefore, the objective shifted to making
strong qualitative arguments about what the dominant mode is based on the POD results of the
difference field. Future studies should be conducted with the objective of quantitatively
identifying the perturbation while utilizing the results here as a guide for consistency. Some
intuition can be applied but it is best taken with a grain of salt since the coupled system is highly
non-linear and can show myriad unexpected behaviors.
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